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The definitive text&#151;completely revised&#151;on the professional and legal standards of school

psychology Fully revised and now in its sixth edition, the single best source of authoritative

information on the ethical and legal issues associated with school psychological practice includes

the most up-to-date standards and requirements of the profession. Citing recent legal rulings and

publications as well as historical references, Ethics and Law for School Psychologists provides the

most comprehensive foundation for scholarship in this area. A key reference for understanding and

delivering ethically and legally sound services, the text combines the expertise of three leading

professionals at the forefront of the field. Completely updated to reflect the National Association of

School Psychologists' (NASP) revised 2010 Principles for Professional Ethics, the new edition of

this classic text also addresses the final regulations in implementing the Individuals with Disabilities

Education Act (IDEA) and the amended Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). In addition, the Sixth

Edition features:  New material on the management of sensitive, private student information and a

revised section on privileged communication Broader coverage of ethical-legal issues in

school-based intervention, including a new section on interventions in the general education

classroom The latest research and professional literature related to ethics and law in school

psychology  Covering the ethical and legal issues that impact every school psychologist, and with

numerous pedagogical features including case vignettes, end-of-chapter questions, and topics for

discussion, Ethics and Law for School Psychologists, Sixth Edition is well suited for graduate

students in school psychology and is a must-have resource for all practicing school psychologists,

educators, and school administrators.
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We all know ethics can be boring and tedious but it is something we all have to know and be aware

of because it is a vital to acting in a professional manner. Of course, you are also probably assigned

this particular book or are thinking of assigning it as part of the curriculum for an ethics class so I am

going to weigh in as a student who bought the kindle version.I like that with the kindle version you

can search for particular passages, which makes it super easy when you need a fast reference for a

quiz. If you download the kindle app for a desktop you can actually copy and paste passages onto a

word document and it insert a citation automatically, which I though was just fantastic. I can't say off

the top of my head if the citation is APA or MLA (but who is psych uses MLA.... or any other dept

besides English?? IDK but they should just use APA) but a citation is awesome either way. Plus you

could just modify it if you need an in-text vs. a references citation. It even gives you "page numbers"

which for the kindle are "kindle locations". This is the first text that I have ever gotten on the kindle

and I am glad that I did.Now for the book part of the review.I like the book and how it is written. It

makes it fairly easy to read and understand. I know we are all in grad school blah blah blah.. but its

is still nice to not have to deal with overly verbose sentences or authors that keep making very

concise, but tedious and difficult sentences to muddle through. Ethics is not just a collection of

principles and laws, its almost an art, in that you have to think critically to be able to see something

from all angles and nobody has time to do that AND deal with annoyingly difficult text.
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